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J KENNETH DAVIES mormon gold the story of californiasCalifornias mormon
argonauts salt lake city olympus publishing company 1984
429429pps1295appp 1295129512.95

reviewed by samuel W taylor a writer who lives in redwood city california

you cant tell a book by its cover but you can judge its worth in
my personal library by its position mormon gold isnt on my coffee
table which is reserved for large and flashy works such as a picture
book of old time automoauto MO biles to impress guests nor does it rate
space on the breakfrontbreakfront shelf reserved for my own works we have
two bookcases in the living room while the entry hall is lined with
bookshelves containing books of author friends and titles such as
complete works of shakespeare and the rise and fall of the roman
empire which I1 hope to read someday A friend of mine read the latter
over a period of eight years in the bathroom but we have no books
there

mormon gold doesnt fit anywhere in the house it is in my
office where I1 toil with two typewriters one for spiritual material the
other for profane all four walls have bookshelves to gain shelf space
here means a book is of permanent value and I1 will tell you that the
author ofmormon gold has literally left no stone unturned in recount-
ing all there is to know about mormonscormons and the california gold rush
the depth of his research is incredible

and he has filled the book with nuggets
following the discovery of gold by members of the mormon

battalion brigham young preached against the lure of gold and in fact
prohibited all prospecting and mining by the saints however he
actively participated in the gold rush by calling men to go to the
diggings he dispatched apostles amasa lyman and charles C rich to
oversee the mining and to collect tithes while apostle orson hyde
made headquarters at a way station in carson city for the same
purpose

more than 80000 in gold was delivered to brigham youngs gold
accounts during just three years 1848 52 while individuals used
private funds from the diggings to purchase much needed supplies for
the utah saints in fact had it not been for these 19thl9thlath century
mormon argonauts the author states the infant mormon economy
might well have foundered xv

subsequently president john taylor sent george Q cannon to
california as his personal gold missionary

the book has two fascinating maps with place names which
indicate the prominence of the saints at the diggings mormon station
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mormon ravine mormon bar mormon island mormon tavern and
the mormon emigration trail while browns settlement salt lake
trading company and rhodess diggings were operated by saints

similar nuggets can be gleaned from many of the twentyfivetwenty five
chapters

however no book is perfect not even my own and kenneth
daviess determination to include details of absolutely every mormon
known or reputed to have gone to the diggings makes the reader
wonder if this is really more than he wants to know about the subject
here I1 dont fault davies so much as his editor who might have said
hey this is good stuff but youve got to cut it by 50000 words A

shock for an author I1 admit for it happened to me with the manu-
script of nightfall at nauvoo but my book was improved by tighten-
ing nobody misses what was left out and my good friend frank C

robertson author of many western novels told me many years ago
that a book was successful more from what you leave out than put in

an author criticizes a book from the viewpoint of how he would
have done it what I1 miss in mormon gold is the word of mouth
anecdotes that add spice and zest to the story for example we have
heard the tale of how amasa lyman accompanied by the most feared
gunman of the frontier porter rockwell called at sam brannansbrannannBrannans
saloon in sacramento to collect tithing from sams fabulously profit-
able operations and also to recover the gold which brannan had levied
against LDS miners as tithes when brannan flatly refused to surrender
a single ounce of dust rockwell produced a hoglegdogleg as persuader
sam we come for the lords money

looking at the sawed off barrel of the pistol held by a zealot who
freely admitted to killing more than a hundred men but nobody who
didnt deserve it sam showed the stuff he was made of

tell you what port brannan said without turning a hair ill
give you the lords money if youll give me a receipt signed by the
lord

boggled rockwell allowed lyman to lead him away
in mormon gold this choice anecdote is given two lines then

rejected because the author couldnt find any written record of it in a
journal letter or other primary source well okay but if we dont
accept stories based on oral legends well have to reject some important
works one being the new testament in my own research ive found
that verbal anecdotes from several sources will vary in exact wording
and minor detail but agree on basic truth

another anecdote I1 missed is parley pratts malediction of sam
brannan who became californiasCalifornias first millionaire from the gold rush
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parley found his missionary labors in san francisco hampered by dire
poverty he and two wives lived in a hovel on pacific street sometimes
going hungry parley pratt and sam brannan had been friends years
previously and were associates in publishing the prophet in new york
before brannan sailed with a shipload of saints in the brooklyn to san
francisco bay brannansbrannannBrannans mother in law fanny corwin attended
church services which parley held and parley suggested to her that his
old friend and fellow saint might contribute a few dollars to assist the
mission

when fanny relayed this to brannan sam retorted you can tell
parley pratt that if he needs money he can come to me and ask for it

fanny relayed this message to parley at next sundays services
sister corwin I1 am not a beggar he stated and you may tell sam

brannan that he may be a midas now but the day will come when he
will want for a dime to buy a loaf ofbread and this proved an accurate
prediction

but enough of carping criticism mormon golds solid scholar-
ship has won a favored position in my library and for scholars
students history buffs western fans trivia freaks the salt lake
samizdatsamiz dat coterie and members of the far flung taylor spy network I1

recommend it

KARL HEINZ SCHNIBBE with ALAN F KEELE and DOUGLAS F

TOBLER the price salt lake city bookcraft 1984 126126ppappp 6956956.95

reviewed by richard H cracroft professor of english and dean of the college of
humanities at brigham young university

the price is a moving and very readable book about idealism
about suffering and endurance and surviving and about
karl heinz schnibbe now a resident of salt lake city who experi-
enced all of this during his and germanysgermanasGermanys darkest years the price
which schnibbe and his companions all teenagers had to pay for their
idealism amounted to a very real nightmare fraught with horrors
which ranged from prison slave labor in germany and thethoth&ussrUSSR and
unbelievable depths and heights in human cruelty and kindness to
near starvation and for helmuth huebener execution by decapita-
tion schnibbe survived to tell the gripping story

helmuth huebener is the hero of this book declares schnibbe
in his preface but while huebenersHuebeners bright bold even audacious spirit
is the catalyst which stirs the books events to a boil the book is not so
much the story of helmuth huebener as of karl heinz schnibbe
schnibbe impulsively stumbled into the intrigue cwcum adventure


